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㸺స 1㸼
Chimpanzees or bonobos are highly intelligent, but they simply cannot use language. Human beings have
acquired language, which helps them to think or to communicate, have built a culture which is far superior to
that of other living things, and have made it possible to spread the culture by symbols, which they use as a
means of record.
㸺స 2㸼
Not even chimpanzees or bonobos, with such high intelligence, can do anything about language. Language,
which is the foundation of our thoughts and can be a means of communication, has enabled humans to build
cultures that far surpass those of other creatures, and the recording system of writing has made it possible to
pass on culture.
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㸺స 1㸼
I guess there are a lot of people who think Japanese grammar is difficult. Probably many people have memories
of boring Japanese grammar classes at elementary and junior high school. Some students may have been forced
to memorize a conjugation table they didn’t understand and read it aloud all together.
㸺స 2㸼
Probably many people think that Japanese grammar is difficult. Many people might remember the Japanese
grammar classes in elementary and junior high schools as being unbearably boring, too. Some might have been
forced to memorize mysterious conjugation tables and then to recite them aloud in unison.
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